Why choose the genuine part?

Only the manufacturer has an overall view of the product and, by means of its technical proficiency, it guarantees total compatibility. Generic aftermarket parts meet just a few basic criteria and can modify the characteristics of the machine.

**Safety:** The genuine parts benefit from our expertise and the latest improvements. The visual appearance of a generic aftermarket part may be close, but the consequences of their use can cause safety problems with serious risks to people and equipment.

**Manufacturer warranty:** Only the genuine parts preserve the warranty of the crane manufacturer.

**Service life:** The genuine parts, provided for at least 10 years, extend the service life of the crane. Generic aftermarket parts can cause premature wear of other components because the manufacturers of such parts do not have access to our technical specifications.

**Cost control:** The genuine parts guarantee reliability, whereas a generic aftermarket part may result in higher maintenance costs and equipment downtime.

**Traceability:** The genuine parts are subject to rigorous traceability.

**Technical support:** The genuine parts allow you to benefit from high-quality technical support.

---

Small gain, big risk!